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THE EFFECT OF SMOKE ON
PLANT LIFE.

By Miss M. AGAR.

FR( )~i experience in working as landscape-gardener to the 3ietrop<>litaiiF Puhlic Gar(l(-iis’ Association I have been askecl to say something
about the effect, of smoke on vegetation.

~oot is the chicf enemy to vegetation. The nnety divided particles of
carbon which constitute soot. settle in masses as smuts, or drift about,
Invisibly small, and become evident as a deposit. They penetrate into the
pores of plants and interfere with all fuucti&dquo;))-~ of the leaves: with trans-

lliratioll of water-vapour, and with Inspiration of air. Unless transpiration
is freely allowed the sap can circulate but sluggishly. Unable to get rid
of water no more can enter, and the passage of fuod-materials from the
root is (-Iiecke(I ; and unless air, with its supplies of oxygen and of carbon
dioxi<1e~ can enter, the plant suffers starvation in that direction also.

Indeed, were it not that a 1)l:~nt’s stomutu are almost entirely on the

under sides of the leaves, no plant could survive a London fog.
Everyone lias noticed how ouickly tile colour of pant deepens in town.

The emerald-green uf newly painted Westminster Bridge in a few weeks
is a sober, olive hue. Consider what. a deposit that so darkens colour must
he to a 1)lant which depends on light for all its chemical processes. Every
dirty plant is living practically in twilight. About once a week, during
the winter months, the plants In the little garden of the Bank of Eng-
land, are 7emul washed, as one washes room-plants, with soap ’.ind water,
otherwise they would hardly appear green. After a spell of foggy
weather I have seen the leaves iridescent with a tarry film, so greasy is

the soot. Of course, hand-washing is out of the question in large spaces,
and one has to fight this evil of dirt by planting only such things as have
shinv or smooth leaves, on wlli.cll soot cannot get too firm a hold for rain
to partially dislodge it. Even so they are but sickly specimens, and in all
cases the lower leaves tend to drop off prematurely, owing to their

receiving a dotible portion of dirt in drips from ahoB&dquo;l’. Lumluu shruhs

rarely ’*break&dquo; from below: the stems are too coated for young life

to get through.
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Another method of helping the plants is to give liberal root-feeding.
They must be stimulated to makL’ the most of every clean breathing space
and produce fresh leaf-surface whenever possible.

I have mentioned smooth leaves as all essential qualification fur town-
plants ; a deciduous nature is also aa advantage for obvious reasons. The

plane goes one step further and sheds its bark too. I know one secs ever-

greens as often, if not ofteler, tlian deciduous shrubs in London, but. that
is because planting is done for purposes of privacy as much as for beauty.
The Ivy edging in the Grocera’ Hall garden is somtimes deciduous, ii,

though it realised the virtue of such a habit. After last winter, which
was a particularly black one, it shed all its leaves and started fresh. The
leaves tllat came away were more like black ~,u6de leather than vegetation.

No conifer., except the gingko, which is hardly recognisablc as a conifer,
can thrive in smoky atmospheres, everything is against them. They are
evergreen and their bark is rough and fre(p-iently resinous : conditions

which cause their fiual suffocation frotll dirt. It is sad to see the fiiie

cedars in the Holland House gardens dropping their tower boughs a 111 I

yearly looking more wrctched. Years a~u there were fine cedars in

Fulham ; they have nearly all disappeared, and the names of houses and
roads are their memorials.

Another character iiiust be taken Into consideration when expcrin1l’nt-
ing witlr shrubs in London, the season ;tt which growth starts. Late

shooting things are more likelv tu thrive than those which bud early aml
have their young leaves exposed to tlte fogs and dirty air of the season of
domestic fires. The plane again shows its suitability for town-life by its
slow start intu leaf ; the catalpa and iilaiitlitis are good trees for tlie same
reason.

Not only lias soot a directly baneful effect on plant-life, but it also

attacl;s plants through illjuring the fertility of tlle soil. The fine particles
settle in the interstices, and make it impervious to air, and, without air,
soil soon sours. The fertility of the ground depends on bacterial activity,-
and whether or lot soot is a poison to these organisms I know not, but

certainly a lack of air is fatal. Ordinary London soil is sadly unfel’t.i1e;
we have always to bring in fresh soil to revivify it, and I imagine that tin-
chief virtue of the new soil is, that it inoculates the old soil with frusli

germ-life. Possibly manure serves the same purpose in addition to its

obvious one of supplying plant-food, and Improving the mechanical

conditions.
The pity of all this is that things it-oitt(I grow in large towns if only

tlte air could be punned. Houses l’onduC’e to warmth and shelter, and by
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their contrast to vegetation add greatly to its charm. Many country
towns have famous private gardens, Salisbury, for evample ; whereas the
little gardens of the better class London house are generally eyesores of
limp grass, smutty paths, and enfeebled privets and aucuhas. It is to be

hoped that electricity and an enlibhtened public conscience may remedy
tllis by abating the smoke-nuisance.

~77ci.s Diacccssiorc aplJlies to the suL ject l~et’ore the Conri~r~ence on

.Thu~·.~daJ ~norni~cq-~~h’a.ctom/ aud T1,(lde Smoke ~lLutement.&dquo;~

Mn. ’V. D. S(--()’rT--110--,-(’RIEI-’F (London) said that he had been in two minds
about joining in the discussions of the Conference because his own ideas were
considerably in advance of those which were generally accepted. It appeared,
however, from the address which bad just been given by Sir lvin. Preece, that
in Germany they were moving somewhat on the lines which he (the speaker)
had advocated just twenty-Eve years ago in a paper read before the Society of
Arts entitled, ’~ sinokel<>;I London.&dquo; It was about the time when the Smoke

Abatement Society was foun(l(~d, and the proposal that was then in favour was
one made by the late Sir ~1-ln. Siemens advocating the use of coke in domestic
iirej>lii<.<Js, supplemented by gas. We now tmve the interesting experience of
Sir Charles Cookson, in the paper brought before the Conference on the previous
day, from which it appears that lie has carried out the suggestion made by Sir
lVm. Siemuns twenty-live years ago, giving details of how he has used coke and
gas in his own house in London. The solutions of the smoke problem now
proposed as being most feasible embody the position all along maintained by the
speaker, that there must be a separation of the gas from bituminous coal before

using it in domestic grates. He had always pointed uut that a material which
reqaired exposure to the temperature of a red hot retort for six hours in order
to dcprive i.t of its gas was not likely to be treated so as to produce no smoke in
a domestic grate, even under the skilled supervision of the most highly educated
liottsciiiaid. IIe then went on to give a resume of the following lutter which
appeared in &dquo;Nature&dquo; of December 16tli, 15~0:--

&dquo; t write for the purpose of expounding a scheme which, il’ adopted,.
would make London a smokeless cit3-.

lVllen taking upon myself to explain a subject in a few minutes which
has taken many years to develop in my OBn1 mind, there is a great temp-
tation to put the reader in possession of the steps which led to the conclusion.
The conclusion itself, however, has so much to recommend it that I will
(-onfliie myself to the results of my reasoning only. It is enough to say that
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they were arrived at, to a great <,.;tent, by all exhaustive ewlu,iml of less
feasible plans.

First then I propose to take advantage of the existing plant uf the gas
companies. I find they are amply sutlicient for the purpose.

Instead of taking 1 (I,OOU I cubic· fe(~t, of gas per ton from the coal, I pr o-
pose 1u take 3,333 cubic feet, and to pass three times the quantity through
1 he retorts, or any other proportion that may he found most convenient.
The result of doing so is startling.

The companies will have doubled the quantity of by-products they have
at present in 1 he shape of tar and ammoniacal liquids ; the community will
Imw 2-!-calHlIe gas instead of I 6-candll’ gas ; the fUt,1 resulting from tlit,

pl’Oeess will liglit readily, and it will make a cbeerfu) tire that gives out 2(1 1
per cent. more heat than common coal ; London would become a smoke-
less city.

In dealing with the figuies I shall take them roughly, but in such a

that by including a few outlying corporations they could be iiiadi,

absolutely correct.
I take the total annual consumption of coal iu London to be 6,OOO,OOU

tons. Of 1 his take 2,000,0(lt I tons t o he the annual consumption of the gas
companies. The total quantity of fuel used for general purposes I take ton
be 4,00v,<J<10 tons of coal and 1,i ~UO,UUU tons of coke sold by the gas
companies.

BBTV shall now see what would be the result it’ v-u treat the whole of
1 he (i,00U,WUU tous in the retorts on an extraction of less than tliree liouis,
insiead of the six hours at present prevailing.

Tile total quantity of 16-candle gas consumed ill London may be taken
at 20;0(>v,vU<>,0v1J cubic feet. This would be at the rate of ~,3~3 cubic feet
per ton upon 6,000,000 tons, the total quantity of coal consumed in London.
Thr residual smokeless fuel would amount to a,100,000 tons. Of this

1,000,0&dquo;0 tons would be required for the extraction of the gas, leaving
4,1 00;1><J0 available for the general uses of the community. This has 1-o bl’
compared with the 4,U0U,000 tons of coal and the 1,l-1Jv,000 tons of coke
already referred to as consumed at present..N ow the smokeless fuel which
results from w extraction of 3,3,3.3 cubic feet of gas per ton has a heating
capacity fully 20 per cent greater than coke. This gives us the exact eCluiv-
alents of the :~,1_IUn,UUU tons of fuel at present in use.

So far the account as regards the fuel available for the community
balances. We may now deal with tlte difference in value between 1 G and
2.J-candle gas. As the value of the gas varies directly as its illuminating
power, the calculation is very simple. If’ we take th average price of
16-candle gas to be :3s. Gd. per thousand cubic feet we shall find the total
value of the ’~11,0(10,(I(IO,OOU consumed in London tn be E3,,-)00,()O(), but as
-we have by my scheme the same quantity of 24-candle gas, the value will be
increased to ~5,250,000; here then we have an annual sum of ~1, i :il),OOII
i o place to the credit of the system.

’.1’urling now to the by-products ; seeing the gas companies by the new
arrangements would subject three times the quantity of coal to the heat of
their retorts during the period when the tar and amnlliaccll liquors pass off
most rapidly, I do not think I am wrong in estimating tlte yield at double
its present amount. Taking this upon the tar and ammonia to yield :3s. ~)d.
per ton of coal, we find the total value of these ljy-products to be, at present.
on the supposed consumption by the gas companies of _~,OOU.O(!1) tons of
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4,oal per annum, <1::3,‘:>,UO(I. This being doubled uuder lny scheme, an
additional sum uf £:375,000 must be placed to its credit.

But tlle basis upon which we have hit;herto been arguing is that thu gas
companies under the proposed scheme are getting their coal for nothing.
We have been supposing that the community become the purchasers of
<!,000,000 tons of coal and hand it to the gas companies. At present
London only pays for it-s general consumption on 4,0()().OCO tons of coat
and 1,OUII,U~W tons of coke. Let its now -4ul)pose that the <:onq>anies pay
the same sum annually that they do at present for their coals; if so, they
would pay upon 2,()()0,()0() tons, or an annual amount of .t 1 ,OIlO,UOO if their
coals cost 16s. per ton. From this falls to he deducted 1 he money they at
present draw from their sales of coke, whiL’h, &dquo;’hen taken at f~s. per ton of
coal carbonised under the existing system, still leaves a sum of ,~l,n(1(,00U,
which they could afford to pay her annum for the use of the Ei,(~U0,11(IU tons
of fnel as proposed in my scheme. NVe v-ill now take the total payments of

’ the community for their coal to be upon 6,000,000 tons, for which we will
further suppose they pay at the rate of 1 (is. pe ton first cost. This would
amount; in {’4,.SOO,000 per annim. Erolll tliis fills to be deducted the
.~1,000,000 contributed by 111e gas companies for the use of the fuel, also
the ~1,7.~0,000 charged on 1 lie difference between the 1 () and 24-cali(lie gas
already referred to, a:!so the sum of .t’:3;:~,yW of additional income from the
liy-productx, Tllia would leave a net sum paid by the community for its
fuel under my scheme of c£1,G7;&dquo;},OUtl. Under the present system they liave
to pay, say 1 Os. per ton on 4,000,000 tons of m~al, and say 1’?s. per ton on

1,000,000 tons of coke. This makes in all tlie sum of ~3,800,000 pet-
annum. Here then we have a balance in favour of my scheme of -x2,12;-),O(-)o
annually. This may be taken as the yearly value of London smoke, whicl
I propose to convert into useful products by the plailt rct jwese~at ’in use.

I have only in conclusion to say one or two words about the efficiency
of the scheme os regards the fuel. It, lights easily, it gives off no smoke, it
makes a cheerfu) fir(,, it gives out more heat than either coal or coke, it will
he cheaper per heat-unit than the coal at hresent in use, London would
become a smokeless city. and a,11 that would fall to be de(lucted from tlie
sum of ~’_’,1’~:~,0()(1 per annum would be eontined to a few items, such as
t1e cost of additioaal capital required for transit and the terms
to be made with the gas companies for carrying out the scheme.&dquo;

, - B.11 the ngures given for the year l,ss0 apply prorata to 1 he present time.
The speaker would have still been iu doubt as to any practical result accruing
from 1 he re-introduction of his pi-oposil,;, bnt that a reference in Sir Charles

Cookson’s paper to what is now being done in Germany seems to bring them
into line with the most advanced practice ot’ the present time. After remarking
that nearly all the coke in the market is a by-product of gas retorts and its

quantity insunicient to meet the demand iu London, an observation that applied
equally to the proposal of Sir ’BVilliam ~iemeI1s, be goes on to say that the only
remedy is to produce &dquo; charred noal which is the very material the speaker
advocated in Ins paper, and further &dquo;this may he done and has been done in

(rermany and elsewhere.’’ It is just possible that the changed conditions as to
competition, in which tlie gas companies now find themselves, may lead them to
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inluire as to how far their existing plant, with some alterations, is capable of
adding to their dividends, and at the same time making London smokeless.

Jt’DGE Ginsox (Edinburgh) said that experience in the prevention of smoke
in Edinburgh had proved that where boilers liad not too much to do in tlie way
ot’ raising steam, and with ordinary suitable fuel, it was generally possible b.
reduce smoke nuisance to a minimum by careful firing. Cunsequently, arrange-
ments were frequently made with owners of furnaces to allow the inspectors in
charge to supervise the stoking for a few hours, allowing the offender to watch
the result, and if, as was usually the case, the emissions of smoke were reduced
to a minimum, he was effectually silenced. This evidence was useful in the case
of a prosecution which would follow a further offencu. Of course, tlle adoption
of mechanical appliances, such as automatic stoker, steam jets, and the dis-

tribution of air over and behind the furnaces, also contributed in a large measure
to the abatement of smoke nuisance. and it the common experience that
where owners were convinced of the utility of these appliances, they were not
backward in adopting them. For tlle improvement of the defective draught alul
to assist combustion, these, without doubt, were all more or less useful, but the
burgh engineer was convinced that the methods adopted by their inspectors were
the correct ones for checking the careless working of steam-boiler or other

furnaces. The stoker or fireman was, after all, the man with whom rested, to
the largest extent, the modification or otherwise of smoke nuisance, and by
whom the merits of the very best patent applianc(’ could be nnllified. He it was
with whom the inspectors endeavoured to come into direct contact. The effcct
of their periodic visits to the di$erent work throughout the city, was that these
men were kept constantly on the q«I I’Üle, and, as a class, they were usually
found to be anxious to do their best. Indeed, in a great number of places, it was
as much as their place was worth to persist in giving cause for complaint.
About seven years ago the Burgh of Portobello was amalgamated with Edin-
burgh, aiid in this district there was a large number of works and iiiinLIfactorie-4
all clustered together. As little or no supervision was exercised previous to the
amalgamation, these were great offenders for a time, but the improvement was
now most marked. Whatever might be the benefit of all these different kinds
of smoke-preventing appliances on the market. and il actual use, it was tlie

experience of Edinburgh that with careful and intelligent firing, and with the
Hues periodically cleaned out, there need be no excessive emissions of black
smoke. It was, however, diflicult to find experienced men who had a knowledge
of their work. The duties were arduous and not very highly paid, and very
often a man was engaged whose sole idea was to fill the furnace up with coal.

These men were the real cause of smoke nuisance, and it was to them that strict
attention was given. One of the queries in the list sent by the secretary of the
Conference was to tlle effect, whether the existing powers possessed by the
local authority for the prevention of smoke nuisance might be amplified in any-
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particular. It might be suggested that when one local authority was not
satisfied with what an adjoining authority was doing in the matter, and especially
if it could be proved that the first party was suffering thereby, then independent
steps might be taken against the offender. To the south of Edinburgh there
were several large breweries and other works, and the city- got the benefit
of their black smoke when the wind was in the riglit direction. It wOtll(1
be very beneficial could the city authurit3- interfere, as there were several glaring
offenders among them, and the burgh engineer understood that such powers did
exist elsewhere.

MK. W. H. P.vrmo~t.r, (Charing Cross, West End ~; City Electric Supply Co.)
said that he was compelled to differ with the statement made by Commandeer
Caborne on page 30 of his paper, that &dquo;suction draught, hot air and sliort chim-
neys might be a solution of this troublc~,&dquo; as after considerable experience with i
this system he was obliged to abandon the hot ;iir plant as a most disheartening 

.

failure, and when the works in which the plant was erected were enlarged, the
medical ofticer of health for the district requested that the second chimney, which
was necessitated by the increased works, should be carried up liigher than the
first chimney which was used in connection witli the fan plant, and for this
reason the second chimney was built 12<J feet instead of 1fW feet in height.
Suction drauglit had been used throughout the company’s Lambeth works ever
since, and it was possibly one of the largest installations of the system in

England. The system, however, required very careful handling, as the nuisance
from grit lifted by a strong draught, might readily he greater than the smoke
which it was desired to avoid. He had tried a large number of mechanical
stokers of various types, but had not yet found a thoroughly satisfactory one.
Where the plant liad to lcandle a suddenly varying load, the variations being
caused by attnospheric changes, and out of tlm control of the works manager, no
mechanical stoker that he liad 3-et tested was able to compete with a thoroughly
competent human stokers. It was stated that mechanical stokers would diminish

the number of men employed in a boiler-room ; they resulted, however, frequently
in the necessity of a staff of mechanics to carry out repairs, which consumed the
saying in stuk(-’rs’ wages. Further, many classes of coal ltad a very awkward

habit of hanging on a stoker, which necessitated the introduction of a poker.
thins caused the emission of large volumes of smoke, in fact some of the stokers
that lie had tried, when under the control of the maker’,..; OBn1 picked men, might
almost be said to have made more smoke than steam. They had been told that
morning that Berlin was beautiful in its absence of smoke. He had frequently
seen dense volumes of smoke from factory chimneys in Berlin, quite as black as
any smoke that he ltad ever seen in London. Generally speaking, however.
there was mucli less smoke in Berlin than in London, because private houses
used enclosed stoves and not open grates. Many people lcad not yet realised
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tltat the bulk of is the smoke nuisance was caused not ly factories

but by ordinary chimneys which were not at. present under control.

. ~~lrt..1 u i.a-, (}HH)A<U) (Bradford) suid that Cominander Ca,borne had

sliown them hoBB’ ineilicicnt the majority of the nremen employed were, and how
necessary it was that they should be more fully instructed in the intricacies

of boiler liiiiig, with which he was most thoroughly in accord. Machine

stoking, however, presented a solution of the dimculty in that it automatically
reduced the number of points in which an imperfectly trained ureman went
wrong, and it was certain that tllc best machine st;okcl, when used witll

common sense, were smoke preventers wilh «>ijj /-/~~/’ ,t’u<~l. It was essentiat

that factories in London should be independent of any specific eoal-tield, in

case of strikes, and every furnace must be constructed so that it could he adapted
1 o suit difli’r(’nt coals, a..; well as varying loads. There were machine stokers in

general use which wollcL do this far more emciently than the best. trained nreman
do ; one association il the north having utted as many as ~00 boilers during
1 he last two years. Hundreds of London firms were using machine fil.e(I boiJt,)’s

and smoky north country coal, Bvhose names never appeared before 1 he smoke

au1hol’ities, because their chimneys were clean. He thought the author of the
paper did not, realise the enormous output of 1 he machine stoking trade; one
fÎ1’ll1 alone turned machines out at the rate of 15 to ’’0 a week, and others on
:1 similar scale. It: must iiot be forgotten that manna) stoking was ;1 dirty, hot
and uncomtortahle occupation, and the better class of man would not usually
undertake such worh ; but with the modern high class machine stoker, conveyor
and elevator fed, the obnoxious physical elements were remore(l and intelligent
men could be obtained. With reference to the 15 or 1~ 1»r cent. C’(>~ that the

author recommended should be found in the waste gases, the figures were not
possible by iland-stoking using bituminous coal, without making smoke, and
carbonic oxide would be found ill considerable quantities, thu. causing a loss.

With reference to the wear and teai of mechanical stokers lie would say that

one of the largest northern lighting stations with over 12 years’ experience of
machine-stoking, stated that the repairs averaged less than ~;1 per boiler per
annum, and they burned over 40 11>s, per sq. ft. of grate surface per hour on load
without .smoke. Machine stokers c ould bur 11 both dry BVelsh and anthracite
when fitted with hot air feed, but as anthracite cost ill London from 18s. to
21s, öd. pel’ ton and a good steam small was being used by many nrms at 10s. (id.
to 1’’·., it did not appear that at= present anthracite could compete.

MR. R. S. RtCHAims (London) said tlla1 no one could have read the able

article by Commander Cahorm without perceiving the absolute necessity for
trained and educa1’ed stokers. The very large installations would no doubt

extensively adopt mechanical contrivances, hut there were thousand&dquo; of smaller
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steam users who would continue hand-uring. and in London it was not generally
known, but it was a fact, that .smokeless coals could be obtained as cheaply as
the bituminous coals. Welsh dry coals and anthracite coals cou1cl be delivered
in the river from lUs. 6d. to 15s. per ton, and considering that they had a higher
evaporation than nOI.th country coals he believed they BB ere really (’heapel’. l n

view nf cheap electricity he looked forward to the time when our cooking and
house-warming would he done hy this agent. No one, if they could help it,
would have gas in their houses: but until they got electricity, lie should advise
gas for cooking and stoves burning anthracite. For heating, economy and
cleanliness, luthing could equal anthracite. The intelligent and economical
French and Geermans had discovered tltis, and when it was realized that this fuel
exists in millioos of tons almost at our doors, 1w was astonished that we in
London refuse to use it, preferring the dirty, wasteful costly open lire-place.

Di.. OIDI.B:’inB’&dquo; (Warring-ton) stated that in an early paragraph in Cunnnr.

Caborne’a paper the statement occurred &dquo;what] I particularly desire to lay
stress upon is the paramount value of the persona) <:«<i;itinii.’&dquo; The poiiit
which lie (the speaker) desired to lay stress upon was the paramount importance of
reducing the personal equation to the smallest possible element. The object c~f

:tll manufacturers at the present time was to reduce dependence upon skilled
manual lalmm by the introduction, so tar as was possible, of 111 ecII:lI1il’aI means

to attain the ....;al1le ends. lt was for i his reason that every encouragement should
be given to those who were working upon the designing of improved I1II’eh;mil’:d

stokers. At the best the human agent could only approximate t.o (114’ I<I<.;>I

condition of stoking, namely, the introduction Ilf the smallest possible amount
of 1’1«,1 with the greatest possible frequency. This could be attained in a far I’

superior way by mechanical means. 1’11’. Kershaw referred to the Hamburg
Smoke Abatement Society. The speaker could speak from persona) observation
a..; 10 1hlJ v:cl«;cl~lu work which was being done by this Society, but the conditions
ill the two countries were not exactly parallel for the ( I«iiiian worker BBa.. more
accustomed to discipline, and more open to instruction. Years ago their

technical managing director. Dr. 31arl;il, had insisted that the combustion of

coal was a chemical operation, and as such should be in the charge of trained
chemists. Of course it was only by the harmonious working of the engineering
and cliemical staff that best results could be attained, but after the plant was
erected, thel’e was no question that tlle chemist was the man who sl~ould have
control. In answer to tlle Chairman questioll. he was able to confirm the

statement that llessrs. Crosnelds were saved over ;~ thousand tons of coal per
wel’k. ;tnd this meant a great deal more than appeared in that iigure. since it

implied that they were saved the necessity for using almost double the number I’
of boilers, with all their expenses of depreciation, firittg, up-keep, etc., and the
xai ing was at least equal to ~25,000 per annum. this fact seemed to 11;BB’(’
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evoked considerable interest, he was pleased to lm in a position to say that tllo

directors of the company had decided to throw their works open to visits from

those who were particularly interested in questions relating to fuel and water
economy. It had been urged that small works could not afford to employ a
chemist whose knowledge and 1 mining were of the required calibre. This was

perhaps true, hut surel3- it would he possible to arrange some central authority
who would be able to interpret results obtained by youths sent out to these
various small works, youths who would be quite competent to carry out the

necessary examinations of the samples. The results so obtained would lie inter-

preted by tlle central authority and the works run in accordance with such inter-
pretation. To show how little, comparatively, the expense need be, the speaker
stated that it would be quite possible for two youths to carry out all the daily
tests required in connection with their own large installation of ~:3 boilers and

numerous furnaces. He ventured to think that some society on the lines of the
Jlallchester Steam Users’ Association, run for the mutual benefit of the sub-
scribers, might easily be arranged to carry out the programme mentioned very
shortly above. His own firnl had been so frequently approached about this

matter that they were (for a number of works in the vicinity) taking upon their
shoulders the work ascribed above as being the function of a society founded
on tlle lille of the 1B1. S. U. A.

MR. ~V. II. :W hm I;rmci (London) as a member of the Gual Smoke

Abatement Society, replied to some of the observations which had been made by
various speakers in reference to that society. It had been suggested by some
that it should desist frum prosecuting, and should in substitution instruct and
advise offenders as to the best methods of preventing smoke. Such suggestions
appeared to hinl to indicate an entire misapprehension alike :1s to the first duties
of the society and its means. Its first duty was to enfurcc the existing law,
which requires that black smoke shall ’Hot lie e~nittcol. It was established that

such eiiiissioii is preventable, and it was the duty of the society to sec that

the rights of the public are respected in this matter; it was not necessarily
a condition that it should assist manufacturers in doing that winch the law
required of them. The lam insists that burglars shall not break in alld stea.l,
but no reasonable person would suggest that the police force should desist from
pursuing the offending burglars and resolve itself into a. philanthropic society
for teaching burglars how not to steal. The Coal Smoke Abatement Society
would gladly « clcl, to its other duties the more pacific course suggested, but the
necessary funds for that purpose must be forthcoming. The society depends
upon voluntary contribu1 ious, and tlle public, while looking to it for lmotuction,
appeared to overlook this fact. Its efforts and the scope of its operations were
seriously restricted by need of funds, and while welcoming suggestions it asked
also for the financial support essential to give effect to them, and fur securing
that which was the right of all, viz., immunity from the nuisance of smoke, and
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from the pollution of the atmosphere. The suggestion which bad been made,
that the society should recommend particular methods and systems of abating
smoke was one which could hardly he entertained ; it would place it in a false

position ; the Conference, however, might feel assured tliat the society is ready
to assist in every possible way in securing the object of its existence, viz., the
abatement of smoke. As to the suggestion, made by Sir William Preece in
liis address, that the society should &dquo;record the firms who had adopted scien-
tific measures and shown their economical results,&dquo; ::.B11’. Berry pointed out that
it liad already adopted that course, and the paper read that day 1,,B’ Dr. Hidea)
had specifically detailed tlie results. They were still pursuing those investi-
gations, and would gratefully re&oelig;iB’e, examine, and record a!l information upon
the subject which might III’ furnished,

lln..T. 31.i<..i <. i,.i&dquo; (Liverhclol) said that it would he well if the word &dquo;black.&dquo;
in relat.ion to smoke, were omitted from any future Public Health Act. Smoke.
whatever the colour, consisted of vapours produced by the partial combustion or
distillation of coal, or in other words, of valuable hydro-carbons and sulphur
compounds, t he visible porti’>l1; and the equally valuabfe invisible portion, the
poisonous gas, carbonic oxide, the ranges of colour being due to the quantity of
sulphur compounds present. Now, although carbonic-oxide might he emitted
from a smokeless chimney. the presence of smol&oelig; was a sure indication of the

presence of the gas ; and tlle l’ffort intelligently made to stop tlie emission

of smoke would mean the preventing of the emission of carbonic-oxide. ’Vl1en
a manufacturer was of the fact that burning his coal to produce
only CO meant the production of -t,--t~0 llritisli thermal units, whilst burning
it to CO., meant the production of 14,5-10 units, he Bx-.)tild co-operat’’ with

t llem in preventing smoke. He could find out by using an automatic CO~
rec<>rd<3r whether his coal was being burnt properly or not, and if a fil’l’man

knew that hi- Ilallle would he placed on the record taken during his h’l’lI1 of

duty, lie would be induced to do his best. Mechanical stoker8, of the coking
type, were enieient if kept in order and used for steady loads. But where

the load was varying good hand-firing was best. in LiB<’rpool the smoke

inspectors, who were trained engineers with Board of Trade certificates,
visited the works and advised manufacturers tn direct their men (where hind-
nirng was carried on) to fire regularly, to throw on small quantities’at a time,
and frequently.

Mn. E. 1’. Gnon; (Central London Railway) said that, as the engineer of
one of tlle large power stations, he tbouolit the London Smoke Abatement
Society went ratlier too far at times, and that their action was approaching
persecution. His company was doing all in its power to obtain smokeless

economical combustion of the fuel. They had replaced their mechanical stokers
by liand-tiring, burning &dquo;~elsh small coal, and finding that caused trouJJle with
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the coal dust and was still liable t» smoke. they washed their coal, and now
w hen experiments BBere being made to obtain smokeless combustion with other
classes of coal and mechanical stokers, ii’ they had ilie misfortune to make

smoke, they were reposed and threatened with proceedings. An automatic

CO~ recorder was used. and regular boiler test ing and training of firemen W3~
adopted, the stokers being paid a bonus on the results obtained. Large sums
were now paid monthly to the stokers in tllis over aod above regular wages.
An all round efficiency ol’ 74 per cent. wa:; obtained in the boiler house. They
had been carrying out a large number of experiments in stoking methods, and
h;ld tried many alterations 10 a mechanical stoker with a view to finding a satis-
factory solution of the smoke problem, and were prepared to go still further,.
but this work 1’lIldd not continue if the Coal :)l1Ioke Abatement Society adopted
a persecuting spirit. and these experiments would to ccasu if the officers
of’ that society decided tu report and fine them for every slight emission of

black smoke. He should hkealso to say that allowance should be made 1() tllo.,I-
who have tu carry out their work hy the burning of large quantities of coal. and
that the amount of smoke emitted should bu considered ill proportion to that

quantity, and particularly that those who the society knew were endeavouring
to find better means ut’ abating the smoke, should be treated differently to those
who make little or no c-13’ort. He thought that only on lines sULl1 as this would
the question be deiiniteh’ decided, and the be~i mean<, having in view commercial
success, be brought to light, as after all he did not suppose t ha1 the :-3moke

Abatement Society really wished to st itie comnlercial enterprise. I-I<> could
not agree will those that argue that smoke abatement must ~~~r~,..~,~~;ly t’olfcm~
economy.
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